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Many Bantu languages require wh-words which question constituents that originate in the 
postverbal field (including objects, post-verbal subjects and most types of adjuncts) to appear in 
the position immediately after the verb (IAV) in non-cleft questions. IAV effects have been 
described for the Southern Bantu languages Zulu (Nguni S42, Buell 2005; 2006; 2009; 2011) and 
Northern Sotho (Sotho-Tswana S32, Zerbian 2006a; 2006b) but not for other Southern Bantu 
languages. Languages differ in terms of whether a particular kind of wh-item must appear in IAV 
position or if this is optional and some Bantu have no IAV effects. We discuss IAV effects across 
two groups of Southern Bantu languages: Nguni and Sotho-Tswana. We show systematic 
differences across and within the two subgroups and argue that two different types of IAV effects 
are found in Southern Bantu.  

For example, Zulu requires the adjunct wh-word item ‘when’ to appear in IAV position and 
the object to be object-marked (1). In Sesotho, wh-direct objects can appear in IAV (2) without 
object-marking for the indirect object, unlike in Zulu which requires both for direct object 
questions.  

 
(1)  a. * U-theng-e   ingubo  entsha  nini? 

2S-buy-PERF 9.dress  9.new  when 
b.  U-yi-theng-e   nini  ingubo  entsha? 

2S-9-buy-PERF  when  9.dress  9.new 
‘When did you buy a new dress?’ (Zulu, Buell 2009: 166) 

(2)  a. Mpho   o-phehetse      eng  ba-na? 
1a.Mpho  SM1-cook.APPL.PFV  what  2-child 
‘What did Mpho cook for the children?’ (Sesotho, Mokoaleli & Riedel & Furumoto 
2021:420) 

b. Mpho   o-phehetse      ba-na  eng? 
1a.Mpho  SM1-cook.APPL.PFV  2-child  what 
‘What did Mpho cook for the children?’ (Sesotho, own data) 

 
Sesotho allows adjunct wh-items to appear in IAV but this requires object marking for any 

relevant objects. This suggests that Sesotho IAV effects are the result to two different syntactic 
processes: right dislocation of objects for adjunct questions and scrambling for object wh-words. 

In this presentation we analyse IAV effects for different wh-elements across Nguni and Sotho-
Tswana and discuss the implications of this data on the syntactic analysis of IAV effects across 
Southern Bantu and for Bantu languages more broadly.  
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